Understanding the 'Mosses' as Melville's personal and professional manifesto, however, is fundamentally misleading. Such assessmentsalong with the far-reaching implications of the pervasive critical application of the work -are based on misreadings of the 'Mosses' narrative perspective and genre: to read it as Melville's manifesto is to elide the significance of the carefully fashioned fictional persona that voices the entire work, and to ignore its compositional context. By situating the 'Mosses' within what Meredith McGill has termed 'the culture of reprinting', we can recognise that it offers a submerged critique of the Young American Democratic agenda that it ostensibly espouses.
5 Melville implicitly condemns the Young American Democrats' single-minded advocacy of literary nationalism and insistence on American exceptionalism.
To reframe the accepted critical reading of the 'Mosses' as Melville's manifesto, we must first unsettle the Northwestern-Newberry (NN) edition's authoritative representation of the text -demonstrating that such an understanding is built on a speculative biographical mythology that extracts the 'Mosses' from the context in which it was originally published. Read in its compositional context, the 'Mosses' can be recognised as a fictional narrative, voiced by a developed fictional persona, that assumes the form of a non-fiction 'review' in order to expose the false assumptions and authority of the very system through which it is offered. Rather than a byline or pseudonym -a fictional attribution applied to a non-fiction text to obscure Melville's identity -the 'Virginian Spending July in Vermont' represents a powerful example of a 'fictional journalist'. Melville depicts the Virginian's participation in the literary world's 'mutual admiration society' to satirise an industry that exploits, manipulates, and manufactures emerging authors -and the very concepts of 'originality ' and 5 See Meredith McGill, American Literature and the Culture of Reprinting, 1834 -1853 (Philadelphia, Pa. 2003 . For a thoughtful exploration of the ambiguous connections between literary and political 'Young America' see Yonatan Eyal, The Young America Movement and the Transformation of the Democratic Party, 1828-1861 (Cambridge 2007) p. 3. While Eyal's study of political Young America uses the terms 'New Democrats' and 'Young America Democrats' interchangeably, I differentiate literary and political Young America by referring to the former as 'Young America' and the latter as 'New Democrats'. This can be a critical distinction given that the issue of international copyright marked an essential division between literary Young America -namely, Evert Duyckinck and his New York circle -and New Democratic policies, most prominently voiced by John O'Sullivan, the outspoken editor of the Democratic Review. Duyckinck and his cohort lobbied for international copyright as an essential step towards cultural independence, while O'Sullivan flatly declared that 'The International Copyright so eagerly clamored for is all a humbug' (Democratic Review, 1 (1837) p. 1, and 12 (1843) p. 56).
'genius' in American literature -under the pretext of promoting national progress, independence, and democracy.
In offering a critique of the industry, Melville explores the contemporary debate over international copyright and the relationship between literary property and the development of authorship in America. The Virginian mouths the primary contentions of the New Democrats' argument against establishing international copyright laws; 6 the Virginian's stance, however, directly contradicts Melville's clear support for strengthening domestic and international copyright laws to allow authorship to become a viable American profession. 7 Melville's depiction of the Virginian's masquerade suggests that the literary world is driven by selfinterest -not by the 'democratic spirit', as the Virginian suggests. The Virginian's review is far more invested in praising his own unprecedented critical insight, and advancing his own political agenda, than in examining Hawthorne's work or recognising the untenable position of the native writer in the emerging American literary marketplace.
Melville's implicit focus on the issue of international copyright in defining American authorial identity has cultural implications extending well beyond his own profession. 'Copyright's context in the nineteenth century was not a narrowly legal one', Catherine Seville explains in The Internationalisation of Copyright Law, arguing that 'Copyright was thus seen to affect national identity, national education, national literature, national integrity and national autonomy'. 8 New Democrats insisted that America 6 In the absence of established transatlantic publishing laws, the majority of the antebellum market was occupied with the unauthorised reproduction and distribution of British texts. For details on the system of reprinting and contemporary arguments for and against copyright, see 7 For Melville's professional difficulties arising from the lack of an international copyright, see Herman Melville, Correspondence, ed. Lynn Horth (Chicago 1982) pp. 60, 72, 75, 76, 86, 134, 140, 147-8, 163, 197 . Melville signed a petition in favour of establishing an Anglo-American agreement that was presented in the Senate on 19 July 1852. James Barnes details this situation in Authors, Publishers and Politicians: The Quest for an Anglo-American Copyright Agreement 1815 -1854 (London 1974 . Barnes notes that 'the names had been assembled a year or two before' ( p. 167), arguing that Melville may have signed the petition as early as the summer of 1850, the period during which he composed the 'Mosses'.
8 Seville, The Internationalisation of Copyright Law, had to escape its cultural dependence on Britain to develop a distinct national identity; such a separation, they argued, would allow the young nation to transcend its colonial past, achieve its complete independence, and realise its 'Manifest Destiny'. Although the Virginian repeatedly extols the benefits of such a separate, 'foundling' status -whether in the form of dividing a book from its author or culturally distancing America from England -Melville exposes the egoism and inherent contradictions of his pronouncements. Melville's representation of the Virginian illustrates his concern that the Young American Democrats' nationalistic agenda was fuelled by a narrow-minded narcissism rather than its purported ideals of equality, brotherhood, and patriotism. Through his critique of literary nationalism and American exceptionalism, Melville implies that, rather than seeking an insular cultural separation, American authors need to acknowledge and build on their shared cultural history with England.
* * *
The current critical misconception of Melville's 'Mosses' is largely the result of the continued practice of reading the composition within a constructed biographical narrative introduced by early twentieth-century American scholars during a post-war period deeply invested in establishing a distinct national canon. 9 In American Literature and the Culture of Reprinting, Meredith McGill argues that submerged nationalistic assumptions have been woven into the very fabric of American literary criticism, prompting author-centred critical studies that overlook the ways in which broader marketplace dynamics have shaped those authors' creations. 'Americanist critics tend to sift through this literature for signs of an original, national difference', McGill observes, explaining that 'critics have rescued anonymous and pseudonymous texts from their disseminated condition and reissued them in standard, multivolume authors' editions, creating composite 9 See Marc Bousquet, 'Mathews' Mosses? Fair Papers and Foul: A Note on the Northwestern-Newberry Edition of Melville's "Hawthorne and His Mosses", New England Quarterly, 67/4 (1994) pp. 622-49. Bousquet persuasively argues that the Northwestern-Newberry (NN) edition's textual choices in representing the 'Mosses' betray the editors' reliance on the self-confessed 'guesswork' of Leon Howard's 1951 biography of Melville, and Perry Miller's subsequent embellishment in The Raven and the Whale (1956) . By incorporating this dated biographical guesswork into the text of their authoritative edition, Bousquet explains, the editors effectively establish speculation as historical fact. Despite Bousquet's recognition that the 'Mosses' nationalistic rhetoric appears strangely dissonant with views expressed throughout Melville's work, he nonetheless maintains that the 'Mosses' nationalism must have resulted from Melville having been temporarily mesmerised by 'the charismatic Hawthorne' ( p. 649).
figures and bodies of work that did not exist and could not have existed in the era in which these texts were written'.
10 Indeed, retrospective reissuing of the 'Mosses' is precisely the process that transformed the composition from an anonymous review in The Literary World 'by a Virginian Spending July in Vermont' into Melville's creative 'manifesto'.
The extensive editorial notes on the 'Mosses' appended to the Northwestern-Newberry edition of The Piazza Tales inadvertently describe just such a process of recollection. The editors explain that, following its initial publication in August 1850, '"Hawthorne and His Mosses" dropped from sight and was not printed again during Melville's lifetime', proceeding to note that 'The Essay was first completely republished -its first book appearance -in 1922 in The Apple-Tree Table and Other Prose Sketches by Herman Melville … After 1938 the essay appeared often in anthologies of American literature', listed directly as a work 'by Herman Melville'.
11 The Northwestern-Newberry editors' representation of the Virginian as merely an 'afterthought', affixed to the 'Mosses' as an external 'disguise', is unfortunately misleading.
12 Melville made hundreds of alterations to the 'Mosses' manuscript, and despite ongoing theorising about the time-frame of its composition there is no definitive evidence to suggest exactly when the work was composed -much less when or why it was revised. Rather than recognising the countless revisions Melville made as part of an ongoing creative process, the editorial notes betray misleading teleological assumptions; electing to 'retain' some changes and 'reject' others, the editors rely on a predetermined notion of Melville's authorial 'intentions' to designate certain changes (such as the addition of the Virginian 'pseudonym') as mere 'afterthoughts'. (PT, p. 662) . Merton Sealts's recounting of this supposed 'editorial conference' in the 'Historical Note' is even more speculative: Sealts argues that the 'Mosses' manuscript 'makes evident the fact that the assumed persona was an afterthought', suggesting that when 'Melville went over the fair copy before Duyckinck took it to New York he not only added the "Virginian" but made other changes as well, some of them in the interest of further concealing his own authorship' (PT, p. 471). 13 Compounding these problematic biographical assumptions is the fact that the NN editors invoke the 'Mosses' itself to establish its own text -justifying their Surveying the scholarship that has proceeded from the Northwestern-Newberry edition's admirably thorough, extensively crossreferenced -and yet frequently contradictory -representation of the 'Mosses' textual history demonstrates at least one thing clearly: no one likes to read the fine print. While the editors' textual sub-notes allow that much of the 'Mosses' narrative is 'fanciful' and 'biographically unreliable', they nonetheless prominently represent the Virginian as simply a 'masking byline' (PT, p. 655). And indeed, this final assessment of the Virginian has been almost universally adopted by contemporary critics. Taken as a whole, 'Hawthorne and His Mosses' is quite straightforwardly depicted as Melville's manifesto. As the Northwestern-Newberry historical note ultimately asserts:
Melville threw off the restraint with which he had treated Cooper's two books as he drafted his longest, most outspoken, and unquestionably his most important contribution to the Literary World … Presumably writing on his own initiative, he undertook to 'review' a book already in print four years … composing an enthusiastic appreciation and lyrical interpretation of Hawthorne's achievement completely unlike the earlier notices of Browne, Codman, Parkman, and Cooper he had turned out at Duyckinck's invitation. Only in this almost rhapsodic article, which many modern readers have recognized as revealing even more about his own literary aspirations than it says of Hawthorne's actual accomplishment, does Melville exhibit anything approaching a developed rationale of the writer's art … 'Hawthorne and His Mosses' transmits through its confident tone and eloquent expressions his consciousness of awakening powers that distinguishes it markedly in style from the relatively matter-of-fact writing predominant in the earlier reviews. For by this time his imagination, taking fire from his voracious readings of the past years, disciplined by the failure of Mardi, and newly sensitive to creative possibilities of which he had only a dim awareness at the beginning of choice of textual inclusion or exclusion on the basis of a particular critical reading of the very text they are ostensibly attempting to define. 'Melville in inventing the "Virginian" as author was not thereby compromising his literary freedom or modifying his views', the textual note argues, maintaining that 'By assuming the mask he was only extending the means he had already adopted in the essay (citing Shakespeare's example) for telling the truth by putting it into the mouth of a dramatized speaker' (PT, p. 662). The circular reasoning of this passage is clear: the editors use their reading of the work to justify their construction of the 'text' of the very work they are reading. Thus speculation about authorial intention becomes historical 'fact', which is then rendered into textual 'fact'. his career as a writer, was engaged in shaping a master-piece. (PT, p. 471) Reviewing this passage as a whole, we can see that in purportedly offering the 'historical' context for the 'Mosses', it inadvertently betrays just how ahistorical this prominent understanding of the work actually is. Despite placing the 'Mosses' within a chronology of Melville's work, the interpretative logic of this author-centred reading is essentially retrospective. Rather than seeking to reconcile the 'Mosses' with the culture of reprinting in which it was produced, this reading works to align it with a twentieth-century conception of the author as the 'confident', 'eloquent' creator of the original American masterpiece, Moby-Dick.
If we strip away the anachronistic critical assumptions in this passage, the primary observation it offers is that the 'Mosses' is tonally, stylistically, and situationally uncharacteristic of Melville's other reviews produced for Duyckinck's Literary World. The note stresses how different the 'Mosses' is from Melville's other critical offerings, but instead of recognising this disparity as cause for reconsideration, it becomes the basis of celebration. Every incongruous aspect of the 'Mosses' becomes evidence of Melville's perseverance on his path towards canonical immortalisation as he boldly throws off his former restraint, eagerly undertakes the review on his own initiative, imaginatively produces something 'completely unlike earlier notices', and ambitiously states a 'developed rationale for the writer's art' with an explicitness unlike anything he ever wrote before or after. The Northwestern-Newberry edition's framing of the 'Mosses' thereby presents the work as 'unquestionably' registering a pivotal moment in Melville's artistic empowerment and self-realisation.
Yet this 'historical' representation raises many more questions about the history of the 'Mosses' than it answers: if its formal and tonal divergences are not retrospectively attributed to Melville's 'awakening powers', what circumstances might explain these differences? If 'modern readers' shed their modern perspective on Melville's career trajectory and posthumous literary reputation, would they necessarily recognise the 'Mosses' as 'revealing even more about [Melville's] own literary aspirations than it says of Hawthorne's actual accomplishment'? If Melville did choose to write a review after emphatically refusing to produce additional pieces for Duyckinck's newspapers, why would he select Hawthorne's Mosses -a work that (as the note itself observes) had been in print for four years, rather than The Scarlet Letter, which was then receiving substantial attention in the press? If Mardi's critical failure 'disciplined' Melville, how did that lesson translate into his sudden eagerness to participate in the very processes of restrictively packaging books and manufacturing authorial personas that had effectively ensured Mardi's failure?
14 Such considerations also suggest a final, central question: if the views expressed in the 'Mosses' are not necessarily Melville's own, what argument is he making in the work? To address fully such essential questions concerning the work's construction and continuity with Melville's oeuvre, we must reimmerse it in the print culture from which it has been so thoroughly 'rescued'.
In the 'Mosses', Melville's subject, tone, and mode of address are all vitally informed by the unstable print culture in which the work was initially published. Unlike some of his contemporaries, Melville is not often critically recognised for his playful use of anonymous and pseudonymous writing that was prevalent in the antebellum publishing industry -or for the important role that this context played in shaping much of his work. Yet he displayed a creative engagement with print culture from early in his career.
15 By the time Melville composed the 'Mosses', he had experienced repeated conflicts with his editors over issues of generic boundaries, authorial presentation, and literary property. 16 Of the few reviews that he 14 For evidence of Melville's distaste for the reviewing process, and refusal to produce pieces for Duyckinck prior to and following the 'Mosses', see his letter concerning Joseph C. Hart's The Romance of Yachting (Correspondence, pp. 111-12), his comments concerning the 'superficial shallow praise of the publishing critics' (ibid., p. 160), and his refusal to write or provide his image for Duyckinck's Holden's Magazine (ibid., p. 180). For Melville's frustration over the packaging of Mardi, see his letters to John Murray concerning assumptions about genre (ibid., pp. 105-7), and to Richard Bentley regarding the work's misleading marketing abroad (ibid., pp. 131-2). 15 In an 1846 letter to Alexander Bradford, for example, Melville sought the journalist's guidance as he constructed a fictitious 'review' for Typee. Melville explains: 'I have endeavored to make it appear as if written by one who had read the book & believed it -& moreover -had been as much pleased with it as most people who read it profess to be. … The fact is, it was rather an awkward undertaking any way -for I have not sought to present my own view of the matter (which you may be sure is straitforward [sic] enough) but have only presented such considerations as would be apt to suggest themselves to a reader who was acquainted with, & felt friendly toward the author' (Correspondence, p. 389). While this letter has received very little critical attention, when briefly referenced in the NN edition's notes on the 'Mosses', it is strangely invoked as direct support for their assertion that Melville created the Virginian as a 'mouthpiece' for his own sentiments (PT, p. 662). Clearly this is not the compositional technique Melville describes here: this 'reviewer' is not simply Melville's mouthpiece, but a persona who offers a distinct perspective, rendering this description suggestive of the compositional technique that Melville would develop in his subsequent creation of the Virginian. 16 After the publication of Typee, Melville's letters frequently address problems arising from issues of generic and authorial presentation. See e.g. the demand for did produce for Duyckinck's Literary World during this time, his commentary on James Fenimore Cooper's The Red Rover (March 1850) is particularly revealing of his growing distaste for the industry. Entitled 'A Thought on Book-Binding', Melville's 'assessment' of Cooper's book consists almost entirely of a description of its cover. 'The sight of the far-famed Red Rover sailing under the sober hued muslin wherewith Mr Putnam equips his lighter sort of craft begets in us a fastidious feeling touching the propriety of such a binding for such a book', the review melodramatically proclaims, suggesting that the book would be more appropriately costumed in 'a flaming suit of flame-colored morocco' (PT, p. 237). The irony of this commentary is clear: given that Melville's own reputation and 'character' had been packaged and 'bound' by his publishers, it follows that he might offer such snide commentary on the superficiality of an industry that only judges a book by its cover. For Melville, then, the phrase 'book-binding' implies the restrictive and coercive practices through which the publishing business manufactures and entraps its authors.
Melville's drive to produce works of varying style and genre continued to create tension with his publishers throughout his early career. Writing to Duyckinck in 1849, Melville reveals his intense irritation over how the limited marketing of Mardi encouraged a negative reception of the novel, suggesting that these difficulties have taught him a lesson about the literary marketplace:
we that write & print have all our books predestinated -& for me, I shall write such things as the Great Publisher of Mankind ordained ages before he published 'The World' -this planet, I mean -not the Literary Globe. -What a madness & anguish it is, that an author can never -under no conceivable circumstances -be at all frank with his readers. -Could I, for one, be frank with them -how would they cease their railing … I once said something 'critical' about another man's book -I shall never do it again. Hereafter I shall no more stab at a book (in print, I mean) than I would stab at a man. -I am but a 'evidence' of Typee's 'genuineness ' (Correspondence, pp. 50, 107) , and Melville's attempts to manage the marketing of his subsequent works to escape being typecast as 'Typee ' (Journal, p. 12 and Correspondence, pp. 106, 149, 180) . Many reviews of Typee voiced scepticism that 'Herman Melville' was, in fact, the author's real name (see Hershel Parker's recollection of The London Mirror's review in Herman Melville: A Biography, 2 vols. (Baltimore, Md. 1996 , 2002 Melville's quip at the self-aggrandising solipsism of the literary establishment, juxtaposing 'The World' and The Literary World, indicates his discomfort with an industry that 'predestinate[s]' the range of an author's creativity. Yet despite revealing a desire to distance himself from such a limiting World, Melville's comments also indicate how these marketplace restrictions served to shape his future work: having realised that he cannot be at all straightforward or frank with his readers and critics, Melville adopts a 'frank' narrative persona that caters to and critiques the superficial expectations of the marketplace. The Virginian represents just such a 'frank (though, perhaps, rather foolish)' character (PT, p. 250), introducing a prototype that Melville continued to build on in subsequent worksfrom Benito Cereno's Captain Delano to The Confidence-Man's Frank Goodman.
The Virginian, then, must be understood as much more than a simple pseudonym. As Welford Taylor describes in his study of the fictional journalist in American print culture, maintaining such a broad appeal was essential to the device's success. A well-crafted fictional journalist, Taylor explains, had to strike a balance between a representative capacity and an intriguing individuality:
The effective persona, we see, should establish himself in the minds and also the hearts of his day-to-week-to-month adherents as a man worthy of welcome acceptance … a participant in the current circus of mundane things but not its major end. If he can maintain the center road between the definite and the indefinite and wear his character mask to speak his lines with fictive sincerity and reasonable authority, he will promote his purpose, be it literary, social, political, or philosophical.
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The Virginian displays such 'fictive sincerity' while he works to establish a 'reasonable authority' for his critical judgement. Because his assessment of Hawthorne is so wildly effusive, so overflowing with 'honest praise' (PT, p. 249), the Virginian's incessant 'admiration' obscures the many ways in which his commentary serves to flatter his own abilities. Even the 17 Correspondence, pp. 148-9. 18 Welford Dunaway Taylor, The Newsprint Mask: The Tradition of the Fictional Journalist in America (Ames, Ia. 1991) pp. 5-6. complete titular description of Melville's Virginian indicates the persona's construction along a widely appealing 'center road': as 'a Virginian Spending July in Vermont', the character superficially unites the disparate elements of North and South, urban and rural, industrial and agricultural, and sophisticated and provincial. 19 By replacing the 'Mosses' in its compositional context, it becomes clear that our retrospective application of rigid, fully defined genre categories cannot accommodate the fluidity of a work that operates through disrupting assumptions about the relationship between genre, authorial identity, and literary property. The 'Mosses' represents neither Melville's own assessment of Hawthorne nor his perspective on literary nationalism; rather, it is a fictional narrative voiced by a developed fictional persona -a frank, enthusiastically admiring man in a mutual admiration society -that adopts the form of a review in order to gain the apparent authority of the system of shallow endorsement that it simultaneously subverts. * * * The Virginian begins his narrative by expressing the wish that 'all excellent books were foundlings, without father or mother, that so it might be, we could glorify them, without including their ostensible authors'; extending this sentiment, the Virginian explains his belief that 'the names of all fine authors are fictitious ones … simply standing, as they do for the mystical, ever-eluding Spirit of all Beauty, which ubiquitously possesses men of genius' (PT, p. 239). While these opening comments may seem trivial or offhand -and indeed, the Virginian himself immediately dismisses them as 'Purely imaginative' -they introduce an essential aspect of Melville's submerged critique: the self-serving admiration of the literary world, and the New Democrats' stance against international copyright. Although the question of international copyright had been at issue for over a decade, during the summer of 1849 British courts passed a decision that had potentially devastating consequences for the transatlantic book trade -and American authors in particular. 20 With foreign authors no 19 Fictional journalists were often drawn according to regional designations, Taylor explains, noting that the satirical element of such works was generated through scenarios involving geographical displacement -allowing the authors to imaginatively critique familiar cultural dynamics from seemingly unfamiliar perspectives (The Newsprint Mask, pp. 12-14). Melville's Virginian follows this pattern -established as a peripheral figure in relation not only to the northern region he describes, but also to the elite literary culture he engages.
20 Boosey v. Purday had a significant impact on American authors: the law recast infractions formerly considered literary piracy as legal (but unauthorised) longer guaranteed copyright in their work in England, Melville's means of subsistence was directly threatened. Adding insult to injury, Melville's name was repeatedly (and often unflatteringly) invoked in the press in connection with the controversial copyright issue.
21 By having the Virginian voice the New Democrats' argument against copyright -only then to contradict and undermine his own sentiments -Melville exposes the foolish insularity of the campaign against international copyright.
The discourse of the 'Mosses' resonates with the three central questions that informed the contemporary debate on copyright: How is intellectual property defined? Would an international copyright law promote the equal dissemination of knowledge, or restrict access to information and encourage intellectual hierarchy? And most importantly, would an international copyright law advance or hinder the development of original, native literary genius and American cultural independence? The Virginian's representation of these issues distinctly aligns him with New Democratic arguments against international copyright. However, the Virginian's repeated contradiction of his own statements to gain admiration and flatter his own ego suggests Melville's concern with the narcissistic motivations underlying the New Democrats' agenda.
Campaigning against copyright, the New Democrats argued that thought is insubstantial, and thus not subject to the laws that govern material property. 'Ideas have no substantial form', insists an article in the Southern Quarterly Review, proceeding to summarize the anti-copyright argument: 'They are spiritual and immaterial in their nature … They cannot be handled and transferred from one individual to another, like goods and chattels, so as to become the ideas of other persons … They do not require the protection of law, and legislation on the subject is useless.' 22 transactions (Seville, The Internationalisation of Copyright Law, p. 176). Despite Bentley's assurances that he would continue to purchase and market Melville's works in England, the author's anxiety over the issue prompted him to make the trip to London himself in the autumn of 1849 (see Herman Melville, Journals (Chicago 1989) pp. 16, 18, 20, 25, 26. 21 The Literary World, 6 (1850) p. 160, for example, reported that Melville 'wearily hawked [White-Jacket] from Piccadilly to Whitechapel, calling upon every publisher in the way, and could find no one rash enough to buy his "protected right"'. This commentary's exaggeration is plain when we read Melville's Journals: he did secure distribution of White-Jacket in England, although his notes demonstrate that the copyright issue rendered the process particularly difficult. Additional mentions of Melville's name in connection with the copyright question appear in The Literary World, 6 (1850) p. 161, and 7 (1850) p. 189; Littell's Living Age, 27 (1850) p. 333; and Home Journal, 3 (1850) p. 205.
22 Southern Quarterly Review (1843) pp. 4, 7. To provide a geographically representative sampling of both northern and southern arguments against Similar notions of creative 'possession' and the diffusion of artistic 'spirit' permeate the Virginian's narrative as he comments on the relationship between artistic capacity and its material manifestations. His opening statements rendering books as 'foundlings' and championing the 'evereluding Spirit of all Beauty' advocate a separation between authors and their texts that echoes anti-copyright sentiments. The Virginian employs a language of spirituality -repeatedly using words like 'charming', 'enchanting', and 'magical' -to describe the circumstances whereby he comes to be in possession of the 'Mosses' both literally and figuratively. Observing that 'Some charm is in this northern air', the Virginian explains that Hawthorne's 'noble nature has seized [him] in this seclusion. His wild, witch voice rings through' him, 'impelling' him to write his review (PT, p. 239). Such rhapsodic descriptions of the effects of Hawthorne's work echo the vision of artistic influence as uncontainable and insubstantial that was used to lobby against literary property.
The Virginian's refrain that 'it is the least part of genius that attracts admiration' (PT, pp. 242, 244) suggests that a judgement of only the material creations of an artist is necessarily a limited assessment. '[T]he immediate products of a great mind are not so great', the Virginian explains, 'as the undeveloped, (and sometimes undevelopable) yet dimly-discernible greatness, to which these immediate products are but the infallible indices' (PT, p. 244). This representation of genius as something that is 'undevelopable', unable to be contained or defined in material form, reflects the New Democrats' depiction of artistic thought that was used to undermine intellectual property. An 1844 anti-copyright article argues that 'the operations of mind resemble indispensable supports of physical life … They are too subtle, too diffusive, too easily transmitted to be fixed in one spot, to be imprisoned within definite boundaries'. 23 When the principal incentive of an author is pecuniary emolument, whatever may be the ability, or usefulness of his writings, the selfishness of the motive cancels the claim, which he might otherwise prefer to the gratitude of mankind. The great luminaries of science and literature have not been actuated in the production of their immortal works by such narrow and groveling considerations.
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A true author should not desire to be celebrated for his name, New Democrats insisted, but for his ideas, humbly stepping aside to allow his work to speak for itself. This sentiment is encapsulated in the Virginian's opening wish to 'glorify [books] without including their ostensible authors', and emphasised in his portrayal of Hawthorne as one who shuns clamorous public applause. The Virginian heartily praises Hawthorne for his perception of the author's lack of interest in shows of admiration: 'men like Hawthorne, in many things deem the plaudits of the public such strong presumptive evidence of mediocrity in the object of them', the Virginian maintains, 'that it would in some degree render them doubtful of their own powers did they hear much and vociferous braying concerning them in the public pastures' (PT, p. 251). Likewise, the Virginian describes Mosses from an Old Manse as 'a rare, quiet book, perhaps too deserving of popularity to be popular' (PT, p. 240), and suggests that one can appreciate Hawthorne's work only 'in some quiet arm-chair in the noisy town, or some deep nook among the noiseless mountains' -or, of course, in the remote setting 'a mile from any other dwelling' (PT, p. 239) in which the Virginian sets the composition of his own 'review'.
Despite his purported desire to glorify books independently of their authors, the Virginian's ostensible assessment of Hawthorne's work is almost entirely focused on Hawthorne's nature -drawing direct 24 Ibid. connections between the Mosses stories and Hawthorne's character. 'The orchard of the Old Manse seems the visible type of the fine mind that has described it', the Virginian comments of the Mosses preface, similarly observing that the opening stories 'furnish clews, whereby we enter a little way into the intricate, profound heart where they originated' (PT, pp. 241, 242). Likewise, the Virginian suggests that 'The Christmas Banquet' and 'The Bosom Serpent' 'would be fine subjects for a curious and elaborate analysis, touching the conjectural parts of the mind that produced them' (PT, p. 243). But such 'conjectural analysis' is, in fact, precisely what constitutes much of the 'Mosses' composition itself. 'No man can read a fine author', the Virginian observes, 'without subsequently fancying to himself some ideal image of the man and his mind', explaining: 'if you rightly look for it, you will almost always find that the author himself has somewhere furnished you with his own picture. For poets … are like their brethren of the pencil, the true portrait-painters, who, in the multitude of likenesses to be sketched, do not invariably omit their own' (PT, p. 249). By illustrating how the Virginian undermines his professed ideals of celebrating a book independently from its author, Melville deflates the New Democrats' advocacy of such principles, exposing them as largely a veneer for individual vanity and self-interest.
In depicting the unrecognised vanity 'lurking' (PT, p. 249) beneath the Virginian's effusive endorsement of authorial humility, Melville challenges a prominent strain of the Young American Democrats' rhetoric of literary nationalism. Although ostensibly designed to introduce Hawthorne's genius, the 'Mosses' more readily provides a forum for the Virginian to demonstrate his own -as he repeatedly suggests that only one who possesses genius can recognise and appreciate it in another. The Virginian describes himself as 'an eagle-eyed reader' (PT, p. 251), a boast that he implicitly reiterates throughout the 'review'. Remarking on the 'blackness' of Hawthorne's nature, for instance, the Virginian magnanimously concedes that such a reading may not 'suit' everyone: 'Nor, indeed, will all readers discern it', he explains, 'for it is, mostly, insinuated to those who may best understand it, and account for it; it is not obtruded upon every one alike' (PT, p. 245). Likewise, concluding his assessment of Hawthorne, the Virginian observes:
However great may be the praise I have bestowed upon him, I feel, that in so doing, I have more served and honored myself, than him. For at bottom, great excellence is praise enough to itself; but the feeling of a sincere and appreciative love and admiration towards it, this is pleasant flavor in the mouth; and it is an honorable thing to confess to what is honorable in others. (PT, p. 249) While the Virginian insists on the selflessness and humility of his adulation, his backhanded boasting and thinly veiled egotism suggest otherwise. The cloying repetition of the word 'honorable' implies that, rather than being honourable and collectively beneficial, the Virginian's 'admiration' is, at base, deeply self-serving.
A similar tension between serving the individual or the collective informs the second pivotal question in the debate over international copyright. While copyright advocates argued that the development of a law would encourage communal knowledge, opponents claimed it would limit access to knowledge and concentrate intellectual resources. Making the New Democrats' case, John O'Sullivan argued that copyright would restrict books 'to a little aristocracy of readers of one or two thousand enjoying the privilege of possession, with another set of "the inferior sort" waiting humbly for their more distant chance of possible perusal by loan from friends or hire from libraries'. 25 Only maintaining the system of reprinting, New Democrats insisted, would promote equality and encourage communal benevolence.
New Democrats contended that instead of producing only a few prominent examples of literary genius, the equality of the system of reprinting would engender a more inclusive, collective genius. 'Every great achievement of intellect has been the result of combined effort of the united resources of many minds cooperating in the accomplishment of the same enterprise', a contemporary anti-copyright tract argues, explaining, 'It is because mental acquisitions have been regarded in all ages as a common fund for the benefit of our race, that philosophic research has penetrated so deeply the hidden secrets of nature … Let the domain of thought be parceled out and appropriated, and you confine each individual within his own narrow circle.'
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The Virginian superficially echoes this advocacy for democratic sympathy and collective genius, insisting that he does not 'exalt the reputation of some, in order to depress that of others' (PT, p. 245). Even the Virginian's most ebullient praise of Hawthorne stresses that the author's genius contributes to broader intellectual community: 'by confessing him, you thereby confess others, you brace the whole brotherhood. For genius, all over the world, stands hand in hand, and one shock of recognition runs the whole circle round' (PT, p. 249). Likewise, to champion Shakespeare as a master 'of the great Art of Telling the Truth', the Virginian explains that such genius 'is not, and never will be, individually 25 Democratic Review, 12 (1843) p. 56. 26 Southern Literary Messenger, 10 (1844) p. 4. developed in any one man', continuing to argue that the coming American Master Genius is 'destined' to be 'shared by a plurality of men of genius' (PT, p. 252). The sentiments in these statements echo the New Democratic vision of equal distribution of knowledge used to combat international copyright.
In contrast, however, the Virginian's 'exaltation' of his own intellect is achieved precisely through the depression of other critics: his ringing endorsement of collective knowledge contradicts his belief in the exclusive validity of his own critical perspective. Hawthorne is 'immeasurably deeper than the plummet of the mere critic', the Virginian pontificates, proceeding to offer the similarly self-important contention that 'few of [Shakespeare's] endless commentators and critics seem to have remembered, or even perceived' the truth of the dramatist's genius (PT, p. 244). The Virginian repeatedly introduces his commentary as a correction for 'mistaken souls' with their 'absurd misconceptions', haughtily dismissing others' 'utterly mistaken' thoughts on Shakespeare as based on 'mere mob renown' (PT, pp. 244-5). Even his nomination of Hawthorne as the longsought American Genius is pitched as a correction to the 'great mistake' (PT, p. 246) that modern American genius does not exist. Further, the Virginian heatedly argues that American critics are even less competent than those abroad: 'American authors have received more just and discriminating praise (however loftily and ridiculously given, in certain cases) even from some Englishmen, than from their own countrymen', he complains, 'There are hardly five critics in America, and several of them are asleep' (PT, p. 247). And while the Virginian initially asserts, 'I am content to leave Hawthorne to himself, and to the infallible finding of posterity', he underscores his concluding assessment by boldly proclaiming, 'I am Posterity speaking by proxy' (PT, pp. 249, 253). Thus, although he pays lip-service to an equal distribution of resources and knowledge, the Virginian's eager self-promotion suggests that he finally understands his voice as the collective voice of the future.
Posterity speaking by proxy: this is the role that New Democrats envisioned for America, which they christened the 'great nation of Futurity'. In an article proclaiming this title in the Democratic Review, O'Sullivan explains, 'our national birth was the beginning of a new history, the formation and progress of an untried political system, which separates us from the past and connects us with the future only'. 27 Young American Democrats agreed that the most essential step for the nation to achieve its 'high destiny' was to develop a distinct, original literature, a move that would eventually facilitate overall cultural independence. The role that international copyright would play in this nationalist project, however, was hotly debated. While advocates argued that America would only reach cultural maturity by protecting the rights of its authors, the New Democrats felt that copyright law would lend authority to the work of British authors, perpetuating America's status as a cultural colony of England. Original genius in American literature was destined to arrive, New Democrats insisted, but it would not assume the same form as it had abroad. Rather than being imitative, they explained, true American genius would arise naturally from within the country, as if spontaneously erupting from the native soil itself.
Midway through his assessment of Hawthorne, the Virginian launches into an explosive, overtly political diatribe using vehement literary nationalist rhetoric. The beliefs that the Virginian expresses in this interlude strongly correspond with anti-copyright arguments based on nationalist notions of cultural independence and predestined global supremacy. The Virginian bellows:
While we are rapidly preparing for that political supremacy among the nations, which prophetically awaits us at the close of the present century; in a literary point of view, we are deplorably unprepared … we should refrain from unduly lauding foreign writers and, at the same time, duly recognize the meritorious writers of our own … Let us boldly contemn all imitation, though it comes to us graceful and fragrant as the morning; and foster all originality, though, at first, it be crabbed and ugly as our own pine knots. (PT, p. 248) The Virginian presents the nationalist notion that literary originality is not just essential for American cultural independence, but critical for the nation to realise its predestined 'political supremacy'. The Virginian's pairing of native literature and the native landscape -a strategy he employs throughout his narrative, describing his volume of the Mosses as bound with 'a fragment of real moss' and Hawthorne himself as a 'Man of Mosses' (PT, p. 240) -represents another clear parallel to the Young American Democrats' rhetoric of literary nationalism.
Further, the Virginian's characterisation of native genius as 'explosive' (PT, p. 247) and irrepressible draws on a vision of the unstoppable nature of American literature frequently invoked in the campaign against copyright. An editorial in the Democratic Review scoffs at the contention that copyright will advance the development of American genius, arguing that the brilliance exhibited by notable European authors was 'not the result of law', nor motivated by 'large emoluments'; likewise, the commentator insists, 'When such a writer shows himself in America, there will be no need for an international copyright to sell his works.' 28 The Southern Literary Messenger articulates this argument even more succinctly, stressing the inevitability of American literary supremacy: 'I devoutly believe that in the fullness of time, our literature is destined to attain a glorious maturity', the critic explains, 'even though cheap books should continue to multiply, and International Copyright be consigned with other crude projects to the gulf of oblivion'. 29 Thus, New Democrats maintained, true literary genius is not really developed at all, but spontaneously generated.
Not only does the Virginian vigorously promote natural originality in American literature, but he also boastfully presents many facets of his own analysis as groundbreaking. However, the aspects of his 'review' which the Virginian trumpets as 'original' were actually recycled critical strategies by the time the 'Mosses' was published. Melville thereby creates the Virginian to reproduce the most recognisable elements of the contemporary critical discourse on Hawthorne, but has him represent his assessments as strikingly new or even shocking in their novelty. Had the Virginian offered his review five years earlier, immediately following Hawthorne's publication of the Mosses, its claims of prophetic insight in nominating Hawthorne as the first American literary genius might not appear as misplaced. When the Virginian's review is placed alongside contemporary commentary on Hawthorne, both his choice of the Mosses and his resulting pronouncements appear significantly outdated: far from prophetic, the Virginian's review follows what had by then become clichéd formulas. By undermining the Virginian's representation of what is new and original, Melville challenges the terms of the nationalist rant that lies at the centre of the Virginian's narrative.
Despite the Virginian's warnings against imitation and purported rejection of British literary standards, his assessment of Hawthorne is offered through an extended comparison to Shakespeare -the ultimate British artistic benchmark. When the Virginian declares that 'Some may start to read of Shakespeare and Hawthorne on the same page' (PT, p. 245), the assertion is rendered almost comical when we examine contemporary reviews of Hawthorne's work. Shakespeare was repeatedly invoked within the larger discourse of literary nationalism, and numerous assessments of Hawthorne had offered explicit comparisons between the author and Shakespeare. 30 For admirableness of style and flashes of insight into the most recondite mysteries of the conscience and the will, we hardly know Hawthorne's superior … Chillingworth is first cousin to Caliban and Shylock; Dimmesdale knew Hamlet in Denmark … and Pearl doubtless plays somewhere with Puck and Peas-blossom, and Ariel -nor is there any want of originality in these persons. 32 Likewise, in commentary on Hawthorne's style the following month, The Southern Literary Messenger observes that 'Its mysterious, endearing and conservative influence hallows all works universally acknowledged as those of genius in the absolute significance of the word … it lives in the expression of the Apollo, in the characters of Shakespeare.'
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The Virginian echoes these critical assertions almost exactly as he argues that the common creative ground between Hawthorne and Shakespeare is their pervasive 'blackness': 'Tormented into desperation, Lear the frantic King tears off the mask, and speaks the sane madness of vital truth', the Virginian remarks, observing that Shakespeare has 'those deep far-away things in him; those occasional flashings-forth of the intuitive Truth in him' (PT, p. 244) . Similarly, the Virginian offers the misleading observation that critics generally deem Hawthorne 'a pleasant writer, with a pleasant style', as he haughtily declares that 'the world is mistaken in this Nathaniel Hawthorne' (PT, pp. 242-4), meditating on the author's 'Mosses' echoes of Duyckinck's reviews of Hawthorne have been observed by many critics -including Milder, Exiled Royalties, p. 58, and Jane Tompkins, Sensational Designs: The Cultural Work of American Fiction 1790-1860 (New York 1985) p. 12. However, the 'Mosses' broad recycling of contemporary reviews of Hawthorneparticularly in its invocation of Shakespeare and focus on Hawthorne's 'blackness' -is much more far-reaching than these critics have noted.
31 Democratic Review, 16 (1845) In closing his review, the Virginian offers one final 'visionary' pronouncement: 'whatever Nathaniel Hawthorne may hereafter write, "The Mosses from an Old Manse" will be ultimately accounted his masterpiece', he declares, quickly eschewing any self-interest by adding, 'But I am by no means desirous of the glory of a prophet. I pray Heaven that Hawthorne may yet prove me an impostor in this prediction ' (PT, p. 253) . By August 1850, however, The Scarlet Letter had already been solidly established as both Hawthorne's bestselling novel and his most critically acclaimed work. That April, The Independent bluntly announced, 'Nathaniel Hawthorne's Scarlet Letter has been one of the most successful romances ever published in America. It was issued three weeks ago by Ticknor & Co., and they are now printing the fifth thousand.' 35 A contemporary critic for The Home Journal expresses concern that his praise for the novel is already dated, explaining:
it is probable that our praise is a little behind the times, and therefore, of small account … We think Mr. Hawthorne has largely increased his reputation by the 'Scarlet Letter.' Though of the same family, it is worth a score of 'Twice Told Tales,' and it will be read by the thousands, to whom the preceding tit-bits of quaint, mystic, and eccentric literature are but caviare.
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Graham's American Monthly similarly observes that 'The "Twice Told Tales," and "Mosses from an Old Manse," are … rather indications of possibilities of his mind than realizations of its native power, penetration and creativeness. In "The Scarlet Letter" we have a complete work.' 37 And finally, just two months before the 'Mosses' was published, Holden's Dollar Magazine firmly declared that The Scarlet Letter 'is the most decisive production of the author, and one of the remarkable stories of the age'. 38 Thus, even a cursory comparison of the 'Mosses' to contemporary reviews of Hawthorne's work exposes the unreliability of the Virginian's repeated suggestion of his critical originality and prescience. Only by considering the 'Mosses' within this print culture can we recognise that Hawthorne need not prove the Virginian an impostor -Melville already had. * * * The Virginian's professed desire to render America a cultural 'foundling' to enable the nation to achieve 'political supremacy' invokes the New Democrats' nationalistic stance against international copyright and insular vision for the future of the nation. Melville's rendering of the Virginian's hypocritical masquerade therefore suggests that the sort of cultural separation called for by the New Democrats is finally neither possible nor desirable. By undermining such an artistically limiting vision, Melville expresses his desire for greater cultural communication and sharing between England and America. If we recognise Melville's critique of the Virginian's nationalistic sentiments, we see that the 'Mosses' represents a call for an American literature that acknowledges its continuity with international, and especially British, literature.
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Moreover, reading the 'Mosses' as a critique rather than as Melville's manifesto places the composition in much greater continuity with the sentiments on nationalism expressed throughout Melville's oeuvre. While many recent critics have offered convincing arguments that present 38 Holden's Dollar Magazine, 5 (June 1850) p. 6. 39 Melville's advocacy for an international copyright agreement is plain throughout his correspondence, but his frustration at America's lack of initiative on the subject is never more vividly illustrated than in an 1851 letter to Richard Bentley: 'in all reasonable probability no International Copyright will ever be obtained -in our time, at least', Melville laments, qualifying his pronouncement as he concludes, 'if you in England come out magnanimously, & protect a foreign author; then there is the sort of stuff in the people here, which will be sure to make them all eagerness in reciprocating. For, be assured, that my countrymen will never be outdone in generosity. -Therefore, if you desire an International Copyright -hoist your flag on your side of the water, & the signal will be answered (Correspondence, ). Melville's depiction of American literary culture -and of American character -is far from flattering: the basic needs of American authors are ignored, he explains, while the nation is governed by uncultured 'backwoodsmen' who will only be prompted to support native cultural development for monetary gain or through the competitive desire to one-up British generosity.
Melville as an artist who maintains a decidedly more global vision than he was previously thought to possess, their efforts to evince Melville's inclusive consciousness often either dismiss or attempt to skirt the problem of the 'Mosses' ostensible nationalism. In 'Melville and the Question of American Decolonization', for example, Lawrence Buell persuasively argues that 'It did not come naturally for Melville to think of himself simply and cleanly as an American man of letters', instead suggesting that he 'sought from the first to align himself with the larger Anglophone literary tradition rather than to classify himself (as Americanists do today) as an American writer'. Although Buell doesn't treat the 'Mosses' in any detail, he notes a pattern of theatricality in his narrative construction, observing that his early novels 'show that you sometimes need to put on an act in order to convince people that you are what you are, suggest [ing] at once the author-narrator's deracination and [Melville's] early awareness of the theatricality of any discourse of national identity'. Buell argues that narrow nationalistic assessments of Melville have broad implications for the future of the field, making an appeal for criticism that explores a 'more complicated transnational historical matrix that included contrary evidence and competing possibilities'. While Buell's call for transnational scholarship has often been answered in the last decade, continued assessments of Melville as an enthusiastic literary nationalist suggest that there is still more to be done on this critical front.
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Wai-chee Dimock's 'Deep Time: American Literature and World History' expresses similar concern at how professionalism in the field of American literary studies has contributed to artificial divisions between American and English -or world -literature. 'Thanks to this academic territoriality -an all too sad replay of the territoriality of the nation', Dimock argues, 'the discipline is organized as a self-contained fiefdom, its borders policed into a natural fact'. Citing Melville as an example, Dimock explains, 'We don't ask what it means for Melville to be obsessed with an English writer, Shakespeare. We don't ask these questions because, for many of us, they are external to the territorial unit that we take to be a natural unit of analysis'. Although Dimock does not explore the question of Melville's obsession with Shakespeare in her own analysis, her suggestion that we should 'redraw the map of American literature' through approaching literary works in a sort of 'denationalized space' represents a promising starting point. Perhaps the critic who has come closest to addressing these concerns with respect to Melville is Paul Giles: in Virtual Americas, Giles argues that 'The fact that Melville has become canonized as an advocate of American literary nationalism, celebrated for his … anti-British sentiments expressed in' "Hawthorne and His Mosses", represents one of the anomalies of cultural history'. Yet in constructing an otherwise strong case for Melville's global awareness, Giles's argument hardly engages with the 'Mosses' essay at all. Despite this omission, Giles offers a compelling argument for reading Melville's work as evidence of the author's ongoing engagement with British literary tradition. 'Melville deploys a transnational perspective to empty out the more coercive aspects of cultural nationalism', Giles argues, explaining:
Melville, that is to say, hollows out familiar political iconography and domestic assumptions by relocating his narrative perspective to the boundaries of national identity, from which liminal position his texts reinscribe U.S. practices as a mode of alterity while simultaneously comparing them to situations in alternative domains. Through this process of transposing authority into elaborate forms of masquerade, Melville effectively virtualizes the authority of the state, reimagining its jurisdiction as a form of theatrical play. 42 Although Giles extends this observation to Melville's work both prior to and following the 'Mosses' review -arguing that 'Melville never believed that issues of national politics and postcolonial emancipation were as straightforward as Young America liked to imagine', and describing 'the author's pronounced skepticism about the politics of American exceptionalism' 43 -he does not consider how the 'virtualization' process he elaborates thoroughly applies to Melville's masquerade as 'a Virginian Spending July in Vermont'. In fact, the Virginian occupies just the sort of liminal position Giles describes, albeit between North and South, rather than between nations: coming from his Southern background 'of a quiet plantation life', the Virginian presents himself as thoroughly 'remote from' the subject he treats -purportedly neither having met Hawthorne, nor likely to ever have the opportunity -and unfamiliar with the critical discourse that he then proceeds to reproduce (PT, p. 249). The Virginian's role thereby 'hollows out familiar political iconography and domestic assumptions' about Hawthorne, only to reinscribe them as seemingly new assessments -proceeding to proclaim Hawthorne's status as an 'original' "American Genius, while simultaneously comparing the author's position to the 'alternative domain' of Shakespeare. As Giles's template suggests, the cultural collision depicted through the Virginian's masquerade finally functions to challenge nationalist teleologies and traditions, revealing their constructed nature. 'To virtualize America is not only to denaturalize it', Giles explains, 'but also to suggest how its own indigenous representations of the "natural" tend to revolve tautologously, reinforcing themselves without reference to anything outside their own charmed circle'.
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Melville's masquerade as the Virginian enacts the limited perspective of the 'charmed circle' of mutual admiration that comprised the literary nationalist movement in antebellum America, exposing their purportedly 'new' literary-political agenda as little more than a cyclical repetition of previous examples of misplaced belief in national exceptionalism.
Recognising Melville's deliberate construction of the Virginian's narrative persona and his masquerade of enthusiastic nationalism in the 'Mosses' represents an essential step in both furthering a developing global picture of Melville, and exploding the sort of limiting 'metonymic nationalisms' 45 and nationalist teleologies that critics such as Dimock and Giles have described. This step is no longer an obstacle when we consider that the narrative surface of 'Hawthorne and His Mosses' is as little a direct expression of Melville's sentiments as it is a straightforward review of Hawthorne. Understanding the narrative voice of the Virginian as a distinct, developed persona allows us to realise that the 'Mosses' reflects neither Melville's endorsement of American literary nationalism, nor his belief in American exceptionalism. Rather, the review constitutes a carefully crafted critique of a narrow nationalistic vision that sought to isolate 44 Ibid., p. 2. 45 Dimock, 'Deep Time ', p. 756. the social and political development of the country from the literature of the larger world. Reassessing the 'Mosses' as a submerged critique rather than a zealously nationalistic manifesto renders a transnational picture of Melville all the more distinct.
